
Digging Deeper, 
Reaching Further

Module 3: Working with Textual Data
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In this module we’ll…

§Think about what happens when text is data 
à Understand best practice in the field

§Consider common steps to cleaning and preparing text data
à Make recommendations to researchers

§Practice data cleaning on the speeches we scraped 
à Gain experience with Python for working with data

§Learn how Sam prepared his Creativity Corpus for analysis
à See how one scholar data prepared data
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Where we’ll end up

Go from HTML-
formatted text...

...to cleaner text  
ready for 
analysis.3
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§ Data is material generated or collected while conducting 
research 

§ Examples of humanities data:
• Citations
• Code/Algorithms
• Databases
• Geospatial coordinates

Can you think of others?

Humanities data

Definition adapted from: NEH, https://www.neh.gov/files/grants/data_management_plans_2018.pdf4
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§Data quality
• Clean vs. dirty OCR
• HathiTrust OCR is dirty (uncorrected)

§Analyzed by corpus/corpora
• Text corpus: a digital collection OR an individual’s research text dataset
• Text corpora: “bodies” of text

§ Text decomposition/recomposition (Rockwell, 2003)
• Cleaning data involves discarding data
• Prepared text may be illegible to the human reader

Text as data
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Preparing data

A researcher may:

§ Correct OCR errors

§ Remove title, header information

§ Remove html or xml tags

§ Split or combine files

§ Remove certain words, punctuation marks

§ Lowercase text

§ Tokenize the words
6
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Key concepts

Chunking text

Splitting text into smaller pieces before analysis. May be 
divided by paragraph, chapter, or a chosen number of 

words (e.g. 1000 word chunks). 

Speeches of 
Abraham 
Lincoln

First Inaugural 

Gettysburg 
Address

Second 
Inaugural 

House Divided 
Speech7
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Key concepts

Grouping text

Combining text into larger pieces before analysis. 

Speeches of 
Abraham 
Lincoln

First 
Inaugural 

Gettysburg 
Address

Second 
Inaugural 

House 
Divided 
Speech

Speeches of 
George 

Washington

First 
Inaugural 

Farewell 
Address

Second 
Inaugural 
1796 State 

of the 
Union8
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Key concepts

Tokenization

[four], [score], [and], [seven], [years], [ago], [our], [fathers], 
[brought], [forth], [on], [this], [continent], [a], [new], [nation], 
[conceived], [in], [liberty], [and], [dedicated], [to], [the], 
[proposition], [that], [all], [men], [are], [created], [equal]

Breaking text into pieces called tokens. Often certain 
characters, such as punctuation marks, are discarded in 

the process
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Preparing data

§Preparation affects results

• Amount of text and size of chunks

• Which stop words removed; which characters are included

• Whether to lowercase and normalize words

§Preparation for analysis takes time, effort

• This is where scripting becomes useful!
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Hands-on Activity

Term
Punctuation
Numbers
Lowercasing
Stemming
Stopword Removal
n-gram Inclusion
Infrequently Used Terms

• In groups of 2 or 3, assign 
each person several of the 
text preparation actions 
seen in the table to the 
right (Denny and Spirling, 
2017).

• Read the descriptions. 
Then take turns explaining 
each to your group.

F See Handout pp. 1-2
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§Python is a scripting language 

§Good for working with data

• Interpreted language à follows step-by-step directions

§Relatively straightforward syntax

• Avoids excess punctuation

Scripting with Python
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§ Using a python interpreter

§ Run each step at the prompt

§ If you enter “Python” on the 

command line, you will start the 

interpreter 

§ We aren’t using it today! 

Using Python: Interactive programming
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§ Scripts are directions for your 
computer to follow 

§ Save the script as a file ending 
in .py

§ On the command line, run the 
script

àThis is how we’ll do it!

Using Python: Write & run scripts
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Anatomy of running a Python script

python <script filename> <arguments>

1. Tells the computer to be ready for Python
2. Directs which file to run
3. The file may ask for additional information to be given at 

runtime, called arguments

Example: python myscript.py newfile.txt
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Sample Reference Question

I’m a student in history who would like to incorporate digital 
methods into my research. I study American politics, and in 
particular I’d like to examine how concepts such as liberty 
change over time.

Approach: 
Use a Python script to prepare the text data we scraped 
from Wikisource.
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Hands-on activity

In this activity, you will run a Python script that will remove the 

HTML tags from George Washington’s Fourth State of the Union 

Address you scraped earlier from Wikisource. 

F See Handout p. 3
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Strip HTML tags

§What You Need:

• PythonAnywhere bash console

• washington_4.txt 

• remove_tag.py script
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Go to Files to view script
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View script
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Open shell and run script

Enter command:
python remove_tag.py washington_4.txt21
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Find new file
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Review results
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What happened

§Looks for < > to denote html tags
• Using regular expressions and Python’s replace()

§Writes the characters that are NOT html tags and their 
contents to a file 

§Note: this script is simple, but not the most robust way 
to remove tags
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On your own

Can you run a script to remove stop words?

§ The script is called remove_stopwords.py

§Hint: The remove_stopwords.py script requires three arguments:
• The input filename of your tagless file
• The filename of the list of stop words 
• The output filename you make up

§Edit the stopwords.txt file to customize your list

F See Handout p. 3
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Case Study: Inside the Creativity Boom

After downloading the Extracted Features data for the 
relevant volumes, used scripting to: 

§Narrow corpus to individual pages that contained 
creativ*

• Discarded all other pages 

§Discard certain tokens such as pronouns and 
conjunctions

• To keep only to most ”meaningful” terms
26
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Read and Reflect…

§Passage from “Against Cleaning” by Katie Rawson and 
Trevor Muñoz

§They suggest a strategy for dealing with humanities 
data:

• Shared authority control across data sets
• Indexes for nuance
• Tidy, not clean data

F See Handout p. 4
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Read and Reflect…

“When humanities scholars recoil at data-driven research, they are often 
responding to the reductiveness inherent in this form of scholarship. This 
reductiveness can feel intellectually impoverishing to scholars who have spent 
their careers working through particular kinds of historical and cultural 
complexity… From within this worldview, data cleaning is then maligned 
because it is understood as a step that inscribes a normative order by wiping 
away what is different. The term “cleaning” implies that a data set is ‘messy.’ 
“Messy” suggests an underlying order. It supposes things already have a 
rightful place, but they’re not in it—like socks on the bedroom floor rather than 
in the wardrobe or the laundry hamper.” 

F See Handout p. 4

- “Against Cleaning” (Rawson and Muñoz, 2016) 
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Discussion

§What does this excerpt suggest about the nuances of data 

cleaning? 

§What does “clean” imply? 

§How might you talk to researchers on your campus who 

would be uncomfortable with the idea of clean v. messy 

data?
29
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Questions?

30
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